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Abstract 
Professional logic and market logic are identified as two competing institutional logics 
and the dynamics between them are examined at societal and organizational levels. 
Under explored in the literatures are situations when the two logics are experienced 
simultaneously by one professional group or even one individual. This study intends to 
shed some light on the issue by studying logic synthesis practices of independent app 
entrepreneurs. The opening of and infrastructure support from mobile software 
platforms creates ample entrepreneurial opportunities for independent third-party 
developers. Meanwhile, it also exposes developers to the challenges of logic tensions. 
How developers synthesize logic tensions not only depends on their own experience, it is 
contingent on platform-level influence as well. Through a qualitative study of 
independent iOS app entrepreneurs, we juxtapose mobile software developers’ 
professional logic with the market logic, and explicate ways in which logic synthesis 
practices are performed in this context. 
Keywords:  Third-party app developers, Institutional logic, qualitative research 
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Introduction 
Scholarly discussions about the intertwined relationships between professional logic and market logic 
have been ongoing and extended to multiple levels. The two logics are normally theorized as a pair with 
opposing characteristics. When examined at the institutional level, professional logic shifts towards 
market logic (Thornton 2002). When these two logics are examined at professional group’s level, conflict 
tends to arise between the two groups and resolution may or may not be achieved (Glynn 2002; Nag, 
Corley & Gioia 2007). When the two logics are experienced by one entity or even an individual, it is shown 
that various logic reconciliation approaches are adopted to dampen the contrasting forces (Jain, George & 
Maltarich 2009; Eikhof & Haunschild, 2007; Tschang 2007). While this stream of literature is highly 
informative, it is also lacking in two aspects. Firstly, literatures almost unanimously champion for the 
victim professionals; therefore the logic reconciliation always involves professionals’ compromise for the 
market logic. In reality, market logic can be dominating in a professional’s identity portfolio as well, and 
the requirement from the professional logic will result in concessions being made from the market logic 
side. Therefore, discourse on logic interactions shouldn’t be built up as a one-way street; rather, it is a 
two-way process. We propose the idea of logic synthesis to delineate a more balanced two-way interaction 
between the professional and market logics. Secondly, due to the one-way bias in the literature, 
professional identities and knowledge practices are theorized as two main influential factors on 
professionals’ interactions with the market logic. Along with them, pressure from entrepreneurial 
performance is another component that impacts on logic interaction decisions. However, literatures’ 
emphasis on the professional logic itself dwarfs discussions on the entrepreneurial processes. In addition, 
there are other factors which play a role in the logic interactions process that have not been specified. 
Furthermore, logic interactions happen in multiple entrepreneurial areas and we lack a clear 
understanding of how factors influence these areas in different ways. The current study aims to bridge 
this gap.  
The emergence and ever-growing App Store mobile apps distribution model has been revolutionizing the 
mobile industry and has attracted a vast number of software developers with various backgrounds and 
professional identities to contribute writing apps as 3rd-party developers. The fact that Apple is a 
platform owner with high requirement on software quality and design and that it creates a mass 
distribution retail channel for software makes it a perfect context to study the issue of 2-way logic 
synthesis. Hence, this study intends to explore the following two research questions: 1) what constitutes 
the two logics for independent app entrepreneurs and how are they related to the different areas of 
entrepreneurial activities?  2) How do indie app entrepreneurs engage in the two-way logic synthesis 
practices in an emerging and fast-changing environment?  
In exploring these questions, this study contributes to three streams of literature. Firstly, it contributes to 
the institutional logic and professional identity literatures through delineating the multiple meanings of 
logics which app developers subscribe to and the complex process of logic synthesis. Secondly, it 
contributes to the information systems literatures, especially research on 3rd-party software development 
and platform-based software ecosystem. While there are extensive literatures on platform-based 
competition, studies on 3rd-party software complementors have only recently received scholars’ attention. 
Knowledge has been developed on understandings of influence of complementors’ capabilities in their 
choice of a platform (Huang, Ceccagnoli, Forman & Wu, 2010), impact of entry timing strategies on 
complementors’ performance (Srinivasan et al., 2010), impact of technical and organizational modularity 
on complementors’ platform abandonment decisions (Tiwana, 2010), effect of addition of complementors 
on innovation incentives (Boudreau, forthcoming), as well as viewing app developers as a form of 
outsourcing for platform companies (Bergvall-Kåreborn, Howcroft & Chincholle 2010). However, in the 
mobile software space, the fact that the platform company functions both as the technology platform and 
the retail distribution channel is new to the software industry and the research community.  Intellectual 
inquiry of how developers perform in such environment is still largely missing. The current study thus 
makes a contribution in this regard by exploring the culture of 3rd-party developers – it examines 
developers’ behaviors both shaped by their own beliefs and norms, and the indispensable platform-level 
characteristics. Lastly, the study contributes to the entrepreneurship literatures by investigating 
bootstrapped entrepreneurs in an industry fermentation age when the environment is fast changing and 
when entrepreneurial opportunities can be handled by individuals or small teams.  
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Theoretical background 
Logic tension and balancing act 
Professional logic and market logic have long been positioned as a pair of tension in the literatures. The 
word “logic” takes on different but related meanings when issues at different levels are discussed; hence, 
tension has different manifestations at these levels. “Logic” stands for institutional logic when the issue 
concerned is at the societal level, and stands for role identity when it’s at organizational and individual 
levels. Thornton and Ocasio (1999: 804) define institutional logics as “the socially constructed, historical 
patterns of material practices, assumptions, values, beliefs, and rules by which individuals produce and 
reproduce their material subsistence, organize time and space, and provide meaning to their social 
reality.” This definition shows that institutional logic is a societal discourse pattern that’s built upon and 
aggregates individual level discourse. The tension between professional logic and market logic at 
institutional level mainly arises from two forms of capitalism and their accompanying characteristics 
(Thornton 2001). Professional logic functions in accord with personal capitalism, where personal 
reputation, personal networks, organic growth and capital committed to firm is emphasized. In contrast, 
market logic functions in accord with market capitalism, where market position of the firm, corporate 
structure, acquisition growth and capital committed to market return is emphasized (Thornton 2002).  
When the society level difference between logic of the profession and logic of the market is translated into 
organizational, community and individual level, and when it’s scrutinized through interactions between 
individuals and groups, the difference between the two logics are manifested in professions that use 
economic value as a major legitimating factor versus those that don’t. In these situations, logic of the 
profession is more about organizational and individual identity, legitimacy and practice, and less about 
capitalism forms. Professions seek legitimacy in order to establish the ‘‘cultural authority’’ of their work 
(Glynn 2000:294). Abbott (1991, p. 187) argues that: ‘‘some professions employ the economic 
legitimations of profit, security, and economic growth…Others legitimize their work with values like 
happiness, self-actualization, personal culture…beautiful music.’’ People’s professional identities and 
practices are shaped by the legitimating values of that particular profession, and since legitimacy from 
economic value and those from non-economic value contain distinct meanings and assumptions, conflict 
between the two groups tends to arise. In documenting the 1996 Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Strike, 
Glynn (2000) demonstrates that musicians embrace artistic creativity and excellence as symbols of 
success for the orchestra, while the management and the Board consider financial return as a symbol of 
success (Glynn 2000: 288). These differences led to divergent interpretations on how organizational 
resources should be allocated and what need to be the core capabilities.  Nag, Corley & Gioia (2007) 
examine the attempt of a high-technology R&D organization to transform into a market-oriented 
organization by grafting new, non-technological knowledge. Extant knowledge in the organization is 
represented by scientists and engineers, who possess a pure technology-push mentality focused on 
designing and developing cutting-edge technology often without an obvious commercial application. In 
contrast, the new knowledge that was grafted in the organization is represented by the executive level, 
who takes a market-pull orientation and aims to make the organization more market-driven and customer 
focused (Nag et al., 2007).  
Indeed, market logic and professional logic are not always in conflict and tension, and scholars have both 
demonstrated a power imbalance between the two by showing market logic dominate professional logic 
from a historical perspective (Thornton 2001, 2002), and also argued for a pressing need to reach a 
balancing point for these 2 logics (Lampel, Lant, & Shamsie, 2000; Tschang 2007). In studying higher 
education publishing as an example of a craft or profession based industry over a 40-year time span, 
Thornton (2001, 2002) document the transition process of how market logic replaces the editorial (i.e. 
professional) logic and becomes dominant logic in the industry. Besides logic shifting, various 
mechanisms have been proposed regarding how professionals reconcile polarizing values and graft 
knowledge and practices aligned with market logic. This happens especially when individuals experience 
career transitions and their role identity changes as skills, behaviors, and patterns of interaction are 
adjusted to meet the demands of the new role (Jain., George & Maltarich 2009; Ebaugh, 1988; Louis, 
1980; Van Maanen and Schein, 1979). These mechanisms include professionals’ modifications of beliefs 
and behaviors (sometimes involuntary), or collaborations with parties who are strong on the market logic 
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in addition to own changes in values and practices. For instance, artists in German theaters invest 
extensive effort in strategic networking to ensure a position in the next play. The idiosyncratic and 
subjective staffing decisions by stage managers diminish their artistic motivation (Eikhof et al. 2007). 
While gaining job security, artists compromise part of their artistic passion for economic benefits, and the 
authors suggest that it is important to safeguard artistic logic of practice from the economic logic of 
practice. At times, compromising on professional logic is accompanied by an extension or acquisition on 
the market logic; therefore it’s a constant shift between the two. In face of the tension between creativity 
and rationalization in the videogame industry, game studios balance such tension by shifting between 
highly innovative and incrementally innovative titles and by iterating and repositioning products during 
development to achieve product innovation and meet market demands (Tschang 2007). Glynn & 
Lounsbury (2005) find that as broader shift in institutional logics happens, aesthetic logic in symphony 
critics’ reviews yielded in the face of declining orchestral resources, to more commercially oriented market 
logic. Nonetheless, critics’ judgments based on notions of cultural authenticity were virtually unaffected 
(2005:1031).  
Certain times, compromising on professional logic isn’t necessary at all to achieve logic balance. Market 
logic acquisition only suffices. Nag et al. (2007) demonstrate that instead of using practices championed 
by business development and marketing professionals, R&D engineers and scientists adapted and 
translated a previous technology problem into a market-relevant problem they could solve. In doing so, 
they preserved their professional identity while addressing the logic difference through modified 
professional knowledge practice. Collaboration to acquire market logic is another approach to accomplish 
logic balance. Studying university scientists participating in technology transfer activity, Jain et al. (2009) 
discover that academics craft a hybrid role identity in which they overlay elements of a commercial 
orientation onto an academic one (2009: 927). They show that university professors delegate 
commercialization activity to those who possess related skills, and they were mindful of preserving certain 
cherished values associated with being an academic and made sure that these were not compromised as a 
result of their involvement with technology transfer (p.930). 
While these logic balancing mechanisms are theoretically sound, this body of literature is inevitably 
trapped in one big assumption: it assumes that there is no variation in individuals’ identification with the 
profession. It leaves the impression that people belonging to one profession will consistently and strongly 
identify with the professional logic and find it necessary to cater to the market logic in order to reach logic 
balance. This is a stereotypical portrayal of professionals by the literature. In reality, it is not uncommon 
for people in one profession to have diverse identities. Individuals’ market logic can dominate 
professional logic while they still engage in professional activities, therefore leaving room for market logic 
to succumb to professional logic in certain circumstances. Emerging studies on for-profit-organization-
employed creative professionals and commercial cultural industries offer insights on the multi-facet 
aspects of professional identities and the flexible nature of the market logic adjusting towards professional 
logic.  
Multi-faceted professional identities and the yielding market logic  
Through a study of one type of creative professionals – toy designers in a large U.S. corporation, Elsbach 
& Flynn (2008) deconstructed the pervasive stereotypes of creative artists. Traditional notions consider 
them to have characteristics of “independence”, “idealism”, and “rebellion”, as well as the ability to “show” 
one’s work (2008:10). On the contrary, what they found among 40 toy designers with on average 15 years 
of experience working in the corporation is that designers with these characteristics only account for 
about 10% of the total toy designers in their study (2008: 26). In particular, the toy designers in their 
study defined their creative approach along a continuum that ranged from “ideological” on one extreme to 
“pragmatic” on the other, with the mid-range of the continuum defined as “flexible” (2008:20). The toy 
designers who defined themselves as strongly ideological in their approach to their work appeared to be 
concerned more with meeting their own standards for creativity than with meeting more pragmatic 
organizational needs and goals, such as goals for safety, cost, and size. By contrast, the toy designers who 
identified themselves as working from a more pragmatic creative approach remained cognizant of a 
project’s practical limitations. These designers strongly preferred a problem-solving approach and did not 
necessarily see their creative work as ideologically motivated. This study suggests that creative 
professionals’ identities are diverse and do not fall into the stereotypical category that’s established in 
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most of the extant literatures. Bourdieu made a distinction between the field of restricted production 
(FRP) and the field of large-scale production (FLP) in his studies of cultural production. The FRP logic 
refers to artisan and noncommercial cultural production, such as high art, traditional theater, or “art” 
films. The FLP logic refers to commercially motivated cultural products designed for mass consumption, 
such as Hollywood blockbusters, sitcoms, commercials, and so on (Bourdieu 1993, 1996; Voronov & De 
Clercq 2008:4). Opposite to Bourdieu’s argument, Voronov’s study (2008) on Ontario wine industry tells 
a different story. Because commercial success in the wine industry tends to require at least some degree of 
artistic acclaim and perceived authenticity, wineries whose dominant logic is FLP actively seek to frame 
their products and the practices as artistic and authentic, therefore highlighting the FRP logic to 
customers and stakeholders while concealing their practices on the commercial aspects of the business 
(which is FLP logic) (Voronov et al. 2008: 23). Their study indicates that in a cultural industry where 
expressive and artistic value is an integral component of the product, sellers with dominating value on 
either logic of the profession or logic of the market co-exist. More importantly, sound evidence has also 
been found that market logic would yield to professional logic.   
Building on prior literatures, we propose a generic definition of logic synthesis. For logic synthesis to 
occur, it is necessary to include logic of the profession and logic of the market, and synthesis can happen 
from either direction. It involves focal logic compromise, opposite logic extension, or both, such that a 
balancing point can be found where the best proportion of the two logics is achieved.  
Research methods 
Given limited theories about 3rd-party software developers’ logic synthesis, an inductive, ethnographic 
study was conducted. Inductive studies are especially useful for developing theoretical insights when 
research focuses on areas that extant theory does not address well (Ozcan & Eisenhardt 2009: 249). The 
ethnographic approach is especially effective for grasping the context and culture of the app 
entrepreneurs in the fast changing mobile industry.  
Research setting 
Independent 3rd-party app developers of Apple’s mobile operating system: iOS are chosen to examine the 
relationships between logic of the profession and logic of the market. Since Apple opened up its Software 
Development Kit (SDK) to 3rd-party developers in March 2008, there have been 454,689 applications 
released for the iOS platform (Appshopper.com, accessed September. 8, 2011), including those for the 
iPhone, iPod Touch and iPad. Apple redefined the smart phone market through its innovations in both the 
hardware design and software distribution approach, and it has attracted a large number of independent 
software developers to write native iOS applications. This group is well-suited to studying logic synthesis. 
First, opening up of the 3rd-party development opportunities attracted developers with different levels of 
identification with the professional and market logic. And app entrepreneurs typically are comprised of 1 
to 3 people, thus allowing us to observe the two logics and their synthesis directly from the app 
entrepreneur. Second, the mobile industry in general and the iOS platform in particular is fast changing. 
The computer industry has long been heralded as having “extraordinary rate of change” (Brown & 
Eisenhardt, 1997), and mobile industry is a more hyper dynamic environment. Having been around for a 
little more than 3 years, App Store and the rest of the mobile industry are still at its fermentation stage. 
Since 3rd-party developers are tied to the platform owner in various aspects and influence from the 
market environment, these two factors will have implications for ways in which developer entrepreneurs 
navigate the landscape composed of the two logics.  
Data collection 
Data collection started in November of 2009. Since then, collected data include field and online 
observations, interviews with independent iOS developers and producers, and direct use experience of 
their applications. All data sources have enabled triangulation of our understanding of the work involved 
in logic synthesis of independent app entrepreneurs.  
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Observations  
From November of 2009 to July of 2011, over 90 hours of field observations have been conducted. The 
first author paid multiple visits to various local meet-ups for Mac and iOS developers. Some meet-ups 
have a formal structure, such as new app presentations and panel discussions on topics related to the 
development, business and legal aspects of the mobile software industry. Others are more social and 
informal, where developers get together, code on their computers and have a casual chat. During these 
visits, the first author observed and listened to developers present or discuss their work and interactions 
with each other. Extensive field notes were taken during these observations.  
Interviews 
The first author conducted multiple interviews with 20 developers, totaling 26 interviews overall. Among 
them, 17 developers are the founder of a company and 3 are one of the co-founders. A semi-structured 
interview approach is used that employed both broad and general questions (Spradley, 1979) as well as 
more specific questions that probed how developers approached decisions and actions. Each interview 
lasted between 1 to 2 hours. All interviews were recorded and manually transcribed. Extensive memos 
were taken during the transcribing process. Besides, given that everyone who launches an application on 
the App Store is required by Apple to have a support website, information from interviewees’ websites, 
blogs and user forums is also consulted to supplement interview data.  
Analytic approach  
Our analytic approach followed an iterative process of developing themes about the two logics and 
working hypotheses about logic synthesis practices, and comparing these themes and hypotheses in 
subsequent data collection and analysis and extant literatures. Data analysis included three phases. First, 
we identified major entrepreneurial areas that independent iOS developers need to cover when writing an 
application from inception to finish. Secondly, through coding all of the transcripts using the qualitative 
software NVivo, we developed factors that shaped the two logics and indie developers’ beliefs and 
practices enacting these two logics in the different entrepreneurial areas. By alternating between coding 
and validating our codes, our codes reached a level of saturation. Thirdly, we developed a practice matrix, 
which showed and compared developers’ synthesis practices caused by specific circumstances in different 
entrepreneurial areas.  
iOS indie app developers’ professional and market logic and logic 
synthesis practices 
Our study revealed that there are three main entrepreneurial areas that indie developers engage regarding 
app development. First is app ideation. In this phase, developers make decisions on what types of 
application they will be writing and what features will go into the app. Second is app execution. This 
includes the development and design of the app, as well as decisions regarding app update. Third is app 
marketing. This includes both marketing approach as well as the support activities. Table 1 summarizes 
the forming factors and instantiations of the two logics in these three entrepreneurial areas.  
Professional logic of iOS indie developers 
Emancipation of creating one’s own products – the builder identity  
Software developers inherently have an emotional attachment to building their own products. Their 
profession determines that they are builders of the virtuality, and engineers of the intangibles. Developers 
are dismissive of those who tout having good ideas, because “everybody can have a good idea, but building 
the product and making it happen is a different story” (MA). The passion for building one’s own products 
becomes especially strong when it’s also tied to a career transition opportunity. More than 60% of the 
developers we have observed and interviewed are in their 40’s. These developers are in the peak of their 
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careers but are also approaching a threshold where they could stay technical or go the management route. 
Either direction has its imperfections. Developers thus see the mobile app business being a great potential 
for an alternative career – starting their own business.  
The first and foremost task a developer encounters when being one’s own boss is deciding what product to 
make. An obvious choice is to build something that fulfills their own needs and relates to their own 
passion. This is a finding almost consistent throughout all interviewees. This also echoes our knowledge 
about open source developers’ motivations. Eric Raymond (1998) wrote the famous sentence: “Every good 
work of software starts by scratching a developer’s personal itch” (p. 4). For app developers, when they 
work on a domain they are familiar with and a product they personally need, they tend to use the app 
more in-depth and constantly improve it. In these situations, developers design the user interface they are 
satisfied with, create the flow of the app that best matches the feature set, and also improve the innate 
engineering quality of the software by finding and fixing bugs as they interact with the apps frequently. It 
is a manifestation of the logic of the profession in that building software which fits developers’ own needs 
and taste helps improve the software quality.  The following two quotes provide examples: 
“What I’m finding is the best ideas are the ones that are not motivated by money, but the ones that you 
have absolute passion for.” (TM) 
“That application was developed by me and for me, and that has been tremendously successful. Caz 
that’s my way I bicycle, I use it all the time, interval, music, for the intensity I want, so it’s fulfilling a 
need.” (JB) 
Pursuit of quality and authenticity – the craftsman identity  
The IEEE Computer Society’s Software Engineering Body of Knowledge defines “software engineering” as 
the application of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable approach to the development, operation, and 
maintenance of software; that is, the application of engineering to software (Bourque & Dupuis, 2004). 
Professionally-trained software developers have specific criteria for software development methodology 
and software quality. Some developers go one step further and consider software writing as 
craftsmanship, which requires extra attention to details.  
The assessment of the overall quality of a piece of software comprises both the engineering and design 
sides. Some participants aspire for high engineering standards. As participant DC put it: “Our standards 
are pretty high. We believe in having well thought out, well tested apps with excellent ease of use and 
good documentation. An app is ready to ship when it is feature complete, well tested, and has no known 
serious bugs.”  While computer science or software engineering training institutionalizes the engineering 
aspect of the software, Apple’s culture defines that software not only needs to function well, they need to 
look good, too. Part of the iOS developers are also Mac developers, who as a community has grown a 
consensus that a good piece of software is “a combination of utilitarian (it never breaks down) and 
aesthetical (look at the nut wooden dashboard) properties” (Meeteren 2008:28).  Inheriting this practice, 
these Mac-iOS developers have particularly high standards for the app icon design and employ scrutiny in 
the UI design of the app. When sharing the icon of his music app, participant JV seems not terribly 
pleased with the current version: “I might get away with that, I might have to make it brighter, the 
paper would probably have texture to it, the ink will look like ink… Your icon is your application's face, 
whether you like it or not, the first impression. It's almost like the mental picture your users will take of 
what your applications look like.”  
Developers’ another characteristic pertaining to software execution is their pursuit of authenticity and 
purity in native platform technologies. Developers started envisioning a programming world where they 
can “write once, run anywhere” (WORA) as early as the dawn of the commercialization of the Internet 
(Langley, 2002). Discussions about adopting the web or native platform technologies have been ongoing, 
and this debate in the desktop era has now been extended to the mobile era. Web apps can run in different 
platforms, and native apps run in a particular platform. While WORA was championed by developers for 
the desktop era, many developers we observed express preferences for pursuing native technologies. The 
first and foremost reason they share is technical performance advantages in native apps. Native apps run 
faster than web apps, and certain technologies in an app can only be achieved with native programming 
language and APIs and not web technologies. Developers also convey a sense of doubt and even contempt 
towards the growing number of frameworks aimed for cross-platform development in mobile. Besides 
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technological limitations, these frameworks are perceived to undermine the authenticity of the native 
technology, and using these frameworks is perceived as a shortcut to avoid learning, which is a defining 
character of software developers.  Because of the increasing popularity of mobile development, and 
because there are way more web developers than native developers such as iOS or Android developers, 
various cross-platform frameworks based on web technologies have emerged to attract web developers to 
do native development. These frameworks essentially deploy native-mimicking apps that wrap HTML and 
JavaScript inside. For developers who subscribe to a native platform, they consider using these 
frameworks “such a cheating way to do things” (TM) and lead to poor quality apps. Other developers are 
dismissive of those who want to reap the financial benefit of a platform but skip investing time in learning 
the platform, as participant GM put it: “You know JavaScript, but you still need to learn the APIs. So is it 
better off just to learn Objective-C so that you might benefit in the long run? Anybody with 
programming background, learning language and APIs is not as hard. If you’re using an interesting 
platform, you have to learn something, so don’t think you can start quickly and do it next day.” 
Marketing practices relying on peer recognition and innate product quality 
One of the reasons that developers pursue high quality in engineering and design of the apps has to do 
with the legitimacy system in the developers’ community. Like many professional groups, such as higher-
education publishing editors, artists, and wineries, where peer recognition and approval are a symbol for 
performance achievement and professional status (Thornton 2002; Elsbach et al. 2008; Voronov et al. 
2008), software developer community places emphasis on meritocracy and status attainment through 
community recognition (O’Mahony & Bechky, 2008; Stewart & Gosain, 2006). One major criterion to 
earn community recognition is product quality. It is argued that “hackers should be judged only on the 
quality of their hacking, rather than any other criteria such as age, academic degree or position” (Levy 
1994: 49).  
Following this tradition, developers rely on peer recommendations as a main marketing approach. As 
mentioned earlier, part of iOS developers are independent Mac app developers known as the Mac indie. 
As a relatively mature indie development community since 2000 (Meeteren 2008), Mac indies leverage 
the peer network for knowledge exchange and business practice. Believing in organic word of mouth, 
these developers use an “echo chamber” marketing strategy where “famous developers” or “famous 
journalists” endorse interesting piece of software (Meeteren 2008: 56). A common belief among Mac 
indie developers is that if the “app is well done and the idea is appealing, it won’t languish in obscurity for 
long” (Meeteren, 2008: 56). Participant JV is a popular member in the Mac indie community. During the 
period of our study, he released his very first iOS app. On the launch day, JV’s Twitter contacts flooded 
him with congratulations and they also helped him spread the word in their own social network. Not only 
Mac indies, iOS indies who don’t have a Mac development background also form a strong developer 
community in supporting and promoting each others’ apps. In the meet-up group where we conducted 
most observations, the organizer makes an effort to create a culture for supporting independent app 
developers. Developers demo their new apps in face to face meetings and post announcements on mailing 
lists about new app releases.  
Developers tend to extend such peer-acceptance marketing system to the seller-consumer situation. This 
is best manifested in their belief aligned with the saying: “if you build a better mousetrap, the world will 
beat a path to your door”. Assuming that end users have knowledge about the technology and the ability 
to discover a good product, developers harbor the belief that customer acquisition will automatically 
happen. This has led to developers’ passive marketing approach among consumers which relies on organic 
product discovery and positive word of mouth. As participant JR put it, “the biggest thing that I do is I 
write official blog entries to make it convey that there are serious developers behind this, so anybody 
that does come to the website, it looks like a professional website.” Participant MA shared the similar 
thought: “Part of it is try to let things speak for itself, let the product be good enough that users would 
want it without having to convince them.”  
Developers’ trust in product quality for the role of marketing has also led them into disbelief of 
conventional consumer level marketing practices. Fundamental differences exist between the two sets of 
practices. Developers’ marketing strategy is built upon technology, product and therefore tangibility, 
whereas consumer marketing is based on persuasion, messages and thus intangibility. Participant NS is 
particularly suspicious about the role of marketing for a company:    
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“My experiences have led me to believe that most of the time marketing is not helpful to a company. It 
feels all gimmicky to me, and maybe it’s just as a developer, I’m susceptible to those things more than 
other people, but I notice gimmicks, like I can see all this person did is tweet this contest again where 
they were giving out a Macbook Air, great. Another person flooding my stream on Twitter of content I 
don’t care about. We’re trying not to be gimmick, and I don’t know if it’s gonna work in the long run, 
and we try to just produce an awesome product that hopefully people will love, and that’s like our 
philosophy.” 
Market logic of iOS indie developers 
App Store-specific market conditions 
Whereas app developers’ professional logic is guided by the software professional identity and knowledge 
practices, market logic of iOS indie developers includes developers’ beliefs and practices in accord with 
App Store-specific market conditions and generic market conditions. Specifically, the former is defined by 
the governance mode of the platform, and end users’ consumption patterns closely related to such 
governance mode. The latter can be applicable in other market situations, and are not bounded by 
characteristics of a platform-controlled consumer market. Software platform owners govern third-party 
developers in various ways. As alluded to earlier, Apple as a platform operates as both a technological 
platform and exchange network. Therefore, it controls third-party developers both through technological 
specifications and protocols as well as and retail store policies. On the front of technological control, iOS 
underwent several native operating system-wise updates since its inception in March, 2008. In each 
update, Apple releases a new SDK/OS version and a new set of APIs. All these open up new platform 
capabilities to 3rd-party developers. For instance, in the OS and SDK4.0 update, multi-tasking and Game 
Center are two major new features. With the former, developers could hence make apps running in the 
background and not interfering with users’ current tasks; and with the latter, game developers can add 
more social features and incentive mechanisms to make their games more attractive to users.  
Besides governance through technological development, Apple governs the retail distribution channel 
through its app review process, app promotion mechanisms and top charts features. Without Apple’s 
approval, apps will not appear on the App Store for sale. While the review process was intended for a 
quality assurance purpose, at times it’s enacted for the political reasons and the process was perceived to 
be inconsistent and nontransparent. Several developers participating in the study experienced banning or 
rejection by Apple and this adds a great deal of uncertainty to their business. The prevalence of the issue 
even creates a potential psychological hurdle to those who haven’t had such personal experience yet. DS’s 
audiobook app was banned by Apple for several months, and the most frustrating part during those 
months for DS is having no control over his own business:  
“It was number one audiobook, so one day we got a phone call from Apple. ‘We’re pulling it out of the 
store’. ‘Why’? ‘We can’t really get into the why, but this is the decision we’ve made’. They put our other 
apps on hold. They did not reject it…We had no control of the success of our business. Someone in Apple 
in some kind of meeting did. The biggest part of the frustration, not I had to pull app back from store. 
‘What can we do, what’s the policy?’ They go, ‘we don't know. We will get back to you’. The thing that’s 
tricky is it was on hold, I had no way to know that. Being such a small company, we were very 
frustrated to not be able to plan.” 
Apple’s policy in the retail channel is a double-edged sword. Whereas the review policy can send apps into 
a black hole, the promotion feature and top charts function can help apps become a rock star. Apple’s 
centralized distribution channel facilitates software transactions for independent developers compared to 
the disk and Internet distribution eras; however, the lowered entry barrier has also led to the flooding of 
apps onto the App Store, and the sheer number of apps creates a brutally competitive environment for 
non-brand name indie app sellers. Almost all participants mentioned that App Store has turned into a 
saturated and crowded market where visibility became the burning issue. Among the hundreds of 
thousands of apps, those getting featured by Apple on the device or on iTunes are like obtaining a 
prominent spot on the retail shelf so that they will win special attention from consumers. It is almost 
unanimous consensus among participants and in the industry that being featured by Apple is a blessing 
for app downloads and sales. Participant DK shared his experience:  
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“Touch Hockey was featured in Apple’s TV commercial. Apple spent millions of dollars on their TV 
commercials. When it was featured on the Apple commercial, it doesn’t move a needle. When there was 
a category with a little icon on the App Store that says “apps featured on the Apple commercial”, the 
sales skyrocketed. Just like in WalMart, you need a good spot on the shelf.” 
Similar to featuring is the charting mechanism on the App Store. Among them, the top 300 charts are 
produced based on the number of downloads and the release charts are based on the most recent release 
dates. As these charts give visibility to the apps on the devices and in iTunes, which are the two most 
prominent places to find iOS apps, those that appear on the charts will have a greater chance of achieving 
better performance than those that don’t. For indie developers who don’t have a recognizable brand name, 
it becomes extremely critical to get on the charts as high as possible and stay there as long as possible.  
The second factor that contributes to the App Store-specific market logic is end users’ mobile software 
consumption patterns. The design of both the App Store and the iOS devices is app-centric. The App Store 
presents users with a catalogue mode for browsing through thousands of apps, and the iOS devices are 
famous for its now iconic display of screens after screens of apps. As mobile app consumption is a fairly 
new experience for consumers, and there are so many apps to choose from, many of which are 
inexpensive with pricing of 99 cents or free, plus the installation and delete process is as easy as a tap 
away, consumers can afford to sample apps just like the way they taste sample food in a Sunday 
afternoon’s grocery shopping trip. Accompanying the low-cost app sampling behavior is the casual use of 
mobile apps. Anecdotal evidence shows that users interact with mobile apps when they have some idle 
time to kill, such as during waiting, or when they want to do a specific task which does not require long 
time commitment. All these together with the large availability of mobile apps suggest that consumers’ 
interactions with and selections of mobile apps tend to be casual, short and transient.  
These App Store market conditions show that indie developers face uncertainties with the platform 
policies, competitiveness of the market, and unpredictability of end users’ app consumption behavior. For 
many independent developers, doing business on the App Store is considered risky. Even developers with 
successful experience feel pressure from the uncertainties and risks on the App Store. As informant NL 
stated:  
“You’re definitely always very conscious of the associated costs and the risk, and you know there’s such 
a very high chance with everything, you can release it, and you can make no money at all. You know it's 
scary, there's definitely a risk. And it is definitely scary. And we’re definitely very concerned about it 
every time. Because it’s a super competitive market, and just because we may have done well in the past 
doesn’t mean we're gonna do well in the future. We can probably guess as best as we can, but it’s always 
possible that you release it, and you’ll get zero sales. We never had that happen, but why wouldn’t that 
happen you know? The fear is definitely there.” 
While indie developers face various challenges from the App Store market conditions, they also utilize 
different strategies to address these challenges.   
Ideation in market logic: addressing mass market needs and learning the market trend 
Logic of the profession shows that developers tend to produce apps that address their personal needs or 
passion. In contrast, logic of the market maintains that it is important to listen to the needs of customers 
and clients, develop customer and market knowledge (Nag et al. 2007), as well as solve customers’ 
problems (Baron & Ensley 2006). The App Store market logic specifically dictates that apps with a mass 
appeal are more likely to be successful than niche apps. This is primarily due to the top charts effect. Apps 
need to have the general appeal to get enough downloads to reach the top charts, which allow them to gain 
further more eyeballs and downloads. Several participants mentioned that they primarily focus on apps 
that will tap into a broad market, such as classic board games, personal calendar, and alarm clock apps. 
Writing these apps is risky in its own way, because the competition is fierce on the market with similar 
apps. However, developers also express that the risks of developing niche apps for a small market are 
greater than the competition for mass appeal apps on the App Store.  
Another way of quickly grasping the market trend is through learning from, and sometimes, copycatting 
the hit apps on the App Store. While the former makes incremental innovations after hit apps and 
differentiates from them, the latter mimic the hit apps to lure download. Participant NL’s husband and 
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wife shop is famous for a hit line-drawing app featuring boats coming in and out of harbors, and NL 
expressed that they got the idea from another hit app using similar game mechanics but with a different 
theme:   
“With HM, you know Flight Control was all the rage, then we go, oh why not boats, come in and out, 
going to be faster-paced, add a couple of levels on the game.”  
In contrast to taking popular apps to another level, some developers look at mimicking hit apps and 
therefore borrowing their popularity to benefit their own apps. It’s very common to see “cheats” and 
“walkthroughs” for top 10 games on the App Store, as well as apps with similar names and content. The 
imitator apps are parasites to the hit apps. Their performance relies heavily on the co-appearance with the 
hit apps in search results, and on downloads by curious and sometimes ignorant consumers. Their 
success, if any, is largely opportunistic. Participant KR has one such app. It didn’t bring him the sales he 
expected, but it still performed better than many other apps thanks to its “originality”:    
“For NT, it came from the fact that I saw the Moron Test being number 1 for quite a while, so I wanted to 
create a knockoff of the Moron Test, but it didn’t catch on. The idea was I wanted to look for something 
that’s really high in the charts and really easy to implement. The Moron Test stood out among all the 
apps in that category.” 
Execution in market logic – rush mentality and experimentation attitude 
As demonstrated earlier, software developers subscribing to professional logic seek perfection in the 
engineering and design aspect of the development process. However, the extensive time investment on the 
development side might not be aligned with requirement from the market logic on business operations. It 
is argued that to run a business, it is critical to consider balancing the budget (Glynn 2000), 
understanding numbers and financials (Nag et al. 2007), maintaining the ability to generate positive cash 
flow and operating with manageable risk (Baron et al. 2006: 1339). App developers form a series of 
practices that particularly cater to the market conditions of the App Store.  
Fighting for visibility is recognized as the biggest challenge on the App Store. To address that, a strategy 
many developers adopt is engage in quick development so that their apps can claim a spot on the market 
before others do. During the period of the study, Apple opened up two brand new opportunities for third-
party developers: developing for iPad and Mac. Several participants planned to or did take advantage of 
these opportunities:  
“I’m just hoping to get the early jump, that's all (laugh). Literally comes down to the early jump, I'm 
hoping to beat these guys to the punch” (JB). 
 “One of the key ideas of these App Stores is to get the app in early, because right now the Mac App Store 
has a total of 1000 apps, so if you get in early, you have extremely high visibility, whereas if you’re in 
sort of late, a few months later, there’s probably 25,000 apps, and a year later, there’s maybe 150,000 
apps” (KR). 
Besides the gold rush mentality, the App Store market conditions also nurture the practice of excessive 
experimentation with frequent app launch and spending small effort in each app to cut cost.  Instead of 
being meticulous about original artwork or UI design, here developers purchase stock images for the icon 
and go by the crude design. Instead of polishing up apps in every detail and continuing improving the 
quality, developers make many quick apps and leave behind those that don’t get traction. In a market with 
huge uncertainties, developers allocate development risks and try to gain economic benefit through 
aggregate sales from a number of apps. Participant DS has had in total 409 apps shipped during the study 
period. While the majority of those are audiobook apps, he did have dozens of original apps. On average 
he ships an app after 1 week’s development time; this is in stark contrast with many participants who 
spend about 6 months or longer before launching an app. DS’s philosophy is well representative of the 
experimenting attitude on the App Store:  
“Our threshold for trying to develop an app is pretty low, a week of my time well, that’s valuable, but the 
potential payoff is also pretty good if it’s successful, so we just tend to try a lot of different kinds of 
things, and that’s how audiobook was created in the first place, it was just an idea we had and we built 
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it and that one worked, so that’s part of us that hopes that at some point we'll find something else like 
that, that would be successful.” 
Marketing approach – hit marketing strategy and winning over users from the platform 
As documented earlier, developers who identify strongly with the professional logic tend to rely on 
product quality and peer recognition as major marketing approach. In contrast, developers who subscribe 
to the market logic utilize various mechanisms to deliberately make consumers discover or be aware of 
their apps. First is the outside-AppStore marketing approach. This includes traditional print advertising, 
press release, media relations, and app endorsement from a growing number of app review websites or 
YouTube channels. However, participants adopting these channels almost unanimously said that they are 
not effective in translating into sales. This can be attributed to the fact that awareness created on the print 
or websites channels is not directly linked to consumers’ actions on mobile devices. The App Store creates 
such an immersive mobile apps downloading environment that other marketing channels outside of it are 
almost irrelevant. It is also due to the fact that the mobile marketing channels themselves are still growing 
and accumulating user base, and therefore indie developers relying on them inevitably will face 
challenges.  
A more commonly used and perceived to be more effective marketing strategy among participants is the 
inside-AppStore marketing – the one that takes advantage of the platform policies and consumers’ 
reactions to and interactions with these policies, sometimes involving using tricks. This is also referred to 
as the “hit-oriented marketing strategy” by developers. Specifically, it contains getting apps onto the top 
charts as high as possible during the launch, maximizing apps’ value via competitive pricing and constant 
updates to encourage positive consumer reviews and keep apps stay on the charts for visibility, and 
increasing apps’ continual discoverability via App Store SEO, within-app ads and cross-app promotions.   
Fieldwork and interviews revealed that app launch is a critical period for the success and the entire life 
span of an app. Developers identifying with the market logic largely hold the belief that if an app can get 
into one of the top charts during its launching period, which is the 1st three days that Apple uses to 
calculate app’s initial ranking, the likelihood of its success is higher than the situation where it can’t. 
Developers also repeatedly reported that they only have one shot to achieve that, which is appearing in a 
top position in the new release chart. Enough eyeballing and downloading from the new release chart will 
create a strong tidal wave that pushes the app into a position on a top chart. Because the top release chart 
is organized chronologically, developers use and share many tricks to have their apps appear towards the 
latest release time.  
After a successful launch, developers continue to utilize various in-store and app-centric approach to 
maintain and advance app’s ranking. For instance, developers with multiple apps leverage cross-app 
promotions to advertise new apps in old ones. They also use in-app ads to push apps up the ranking, but 
it’s usually too expensive for most indie developers. More commonly, developers employ the freemium 
pricing model, low pricing and pricing promotions to drive sales. Interviews show that developers make 
up low prices with high sales volume, large number of consumer reviews signaling app popularity, and 
alternative monetization mechanisms such as in-app purchase and advertising. They also constantly 
increase apps’ value by adding new features to attract more users. One hit game on the App Store: Doodle 
Jump is famous for its substantive updates – it has had 47 updates since March of 2009. And one 
informant TM’s hit app WN has had 36 updates since September of 2008. Following quotes captured 
participants’ in-AppStore marketing strategies:  
“Most of the marketing we do is really just trying to keep our apps good so they stay high in the store 
rankings. That’s the biggest way to drive traffic to be highly visible in the app store. Almost all of our 
apps are fairly inexpensive; they’re mostly 99 cents, because that gets you better visibility in the App 
Store. You don’t necessarily make more, but it’s more sustainable. Because your ranking is better, you 
start feeding on yourself; whereas if you try to raise prices, your apps start to fall out of the rankings. 
You still make about the same, caz if you charge 3 times, and you can sell a lot less. But at some point, no 
one finds it, they just disappear from the store and then it becomes problematic” (DS).  
“So I have a policy of periodically doing free days and it’s reasonably effective. There was one 
interesting game I was playing, trying to do this continuous price drop. With the last free day that I did, 
first thing is Smart Recorder is normally 2.99, so I dropped it to like a dollar for a couple of days, and 
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then I made it free, and then it goes back all the way up, and then it goes to a dollar for a day and then 
back to 2.99. I’m not sure that has much of an effect, but the last free day generated a lot of downloads” 
(KR).  
The last component of the marketing approach that indie developers use to address the App Store market 
logic is winning over users from the platform owner, communication building and value co-creation with 
end users. As 3rd-party complementors for Apple, developers don’t have full control of ways in which they 
communicate with their users. Apple’s governance mechanisms determine that developers do not have 
access to the end user information from the download data for privacy concerns, and developers have no 
means to talk back to App Store reviews. This is frustrating for developers, because unless users 
proactively get in touch with the developer regarding a question or an issue, developers have no ways to 
reach them and help them directly from the App Store. 
Facing these challenges, developers utilize every means they do have control to communicate with end 
users. The original app description page and the update notes page are precious space to capture users’ 
attention. In addition to including feature set, developers cite 3rd-party reviews and users’ reviews to 
establish legitimacy, express gratitude for fan support, convey a mistake correction, clarify issue cause, 
encourage feedback, and leave a teaser for next update. After fixing a user-reported bug, a developer 
would say “if you rate negative because of the crashes, please re-evaluate, reviews are important and 
appreciated.”  
Because of the open communication channels, technical support component of the software development, 
and the nimble nature of indie software developers, the relationship between developers and end users on 
the App Store can go beyond that of sellers and buyers to reach a value co-creation stage. Besides 
reporting issues or asking questions, end users also make feature requests. Indie developers are flexible in 
incorporating user suggestions into the core product without going through bureaucracy. Respecting 
users’ feedback represents a high level of consumer engagement, and consumers sometimes are pleasantly 
surprised by a response from the company behind the app: “We asked; you listened. Thank you!”  
iOS indie developers’ logic synthesis practices 
Despite the value differences between the two logics, entrepreneurial pressure, platform influence, end 
user interactions and community characteristics of software developers determine that indie developers 
find it necessary to adjust their dominating logic practices and shift towards the opposite logic to achieve 
business performance and community status. In the theory section, we summarized a generic definition 
for logic synthesis based on extant literatures. Here, we propose that for logic synthesis to occur, iOS app 
developers are or must be willing to be engaged in tasks they didn’t think are necessary, and they didn’t 
identify strongly with, and (or) they are willing to give up partly on activities that they identified strongly 
with, or they have been doing for a long time. Logic synthesis by our definition occurs from both 
directions. Since we study software developers engaging in entrepreneurship activities, in many occasions 
developers tend to anchor business decisions based on their training as a software developer. Therefore, 
for logic synthesis to occur, it is likely that developers make concessions on practices consistent with logic 
of the profession, and try to add more components of logic of the market into their practice. However, 
given the ample economic opportunities available for 3rd-party developers, there is considerable number 
of iOS app developers who identify more strongly with logic of the market. They anchor software 
development decisions based on their understanding of the market conditions. For these people, logic 
synthesis will occur when they compromise on practices consistent with logic of the market, and try to add 
more components of logic of the profession into their practice. Figure 1 illustrates iOS app entrepreneurs’ 
two-way logic synthesis.  
Synthesis from personal passion to market receptiveness in product ideation: inner and 
outer evaluations 
Product ideation is the only one among the three areas that synthesis occurs in a one way fashion. 
Entrepreneurial pressure pushes app developers to consider market applicability when ideating a product, 
therefore synthesizing from professional logic to market logic. However, for developers who identify with 
the market logic, even though they form the product idea from the market perspective, they still 
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acknowledge that developing something they personally love is important. For indie app entrepreneurs 
who conceive their own product, it’s virtually impossible to escape the personal influence on a product 
conceptualization.  
It is found that indie app developers employ inner and outer evaluations to address market challenges. 
Inner evaluation happens at the idea selection and product building stage, either through being self-
analytical or getting peer critique. In doing so, developers might need to give up on their favorite ideas or 
partial execution of their ideas, but that could reduce the potential risk of working on things with no 
market appeal. Below are two illustrations of how the inner evaluation synthesis practice is carried out:  
“I think everyone has ideas. You need to be able to filter out your own ideas. I had A LOT OF ideas. And I 
look at them and I go, wait a minute, that one wouldn’t have mass appeal, why would I do that. I mean 
I’ve definitely thought and have definitely heard of ideas that I thought were good ideas, but you know, 
would a lot of people buy it, if I say no, then I just don’t think it’s really worth the effort.” (TM)  
Developers also perform outer evaluation synthesis strategy through leveraging users’ input. It means that 
developers incorporate users’ feedback before the release of the application through testing. Engaging 
users early on might require developers to modify the software, and the result could be different than 
what the developer likes personally. However, listening to user feedback at early stage can improve 
software usability for laymen and also reduce the risk of software meeting little market demand. The 
following two examples both show the value of early testing among users.  
“Testing is really the counterbalance between developer’s needs and consumers’. Think about who you 
wanna sell it to, and get it in front of those people as soon as possible, because you won’t be able to guess 
what they want, they will always surprise you. You want this gotta be this way. They will tell you the 
other way....feedback is the key.” (RR) 
Two-way synthesis between product quality and business considerations in product 
execution: emotional detachment from own technology and restrain from rush product 
strategy 
Developers belonging to both camps engage in synthesis practices for the product execution area. 
Developers identifying with the professional logic are motivated by entrepreneurial pressure in adjusting 
strategies through compromise on the professional logic and inclusion of the market logic practices.  
During the development phase, synthesis practices are concerned with building things from ground up or 
leveraging existing development technologies and tools. Software engineers are often emotionally 
attached to the technologies they invent. However, more often than not there are existing technologies 
that can do the job at a reasonable and sometimes no financial cost. Participant TM shared his experience 
where for his first app, he wrote the building blocks of the app all by himself while instead he could have 
saved much more time by using frameworks provided by Apple. The synthesis here means that developers 
might need to give up on the habit of inventing everything on their own and instead purchase or use 
existing technologies in order to reduce associated costs. During the software release stage, developers are 
encouraged to give up on some features to ship the application in consideration of not having sunk too 
much cost into it. As NL put it: 
“Like the WaterMark application, it was pretty much done, and I was just working on supporting 
rotations, trying this way, this way, it looks the same. It was such a pain in the ass, it was such a pain… 
this button, that button, it doesn’t rotate correctly. I spent like 2 weeks working on it. And the end, I'm 
like, you know we had to cut out rotation, caz this is not working…I wanna ship things that are good, 
but sometimes you have to see the forest through the tree. Sometimes you focus so much on this one little 
thing, like I have to get this right, and then you look back and like you just spent 2 weeks, spent 
thousands of dollars trying to get this little one thing right. So maybe think bigger, more strategically.”  
When the synthesis practice happens at software update stage, it usually means a “move-on” attitude. As a 
result, developers stop putting in extra effort in enhancing an existing application that does not justify the 
little market demand on it. As NL stated:  
“If there are bugs, we definitely support them, but it also depends on what’s bringing the most money, 
because people can waste a lot of time and money, and really put themselves out of business, supporting 
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things not bringing themselves enough money. So you know, we kinda prioritize...this game is barely 
selling, so it doesn't make sense to add to it. Whereas if something is doing really well, we kinda add and 
support it.” 
In contrast to being driven by entrepreneurial pressure, developers identifying more with the market logic 
adjust their practices under the influence of platform policy change and user interactions. They engage in 
synthesis practices such that they give up partly on the rush strategy with buggy software and crude 
product design and go for product polish and improve the aesthetic look of the app. None of these were 
considered necessary before.   
Participant TM was pursuing the rush product strategy before platform Apple introduced a new policy 
regarding product release. It used to be that each version update would count as a new release and thus 
make to the new release chart giving the app more visibility among consumers. Under that policy, TM’s 
strategy “was to release as fast as you can, and update as fast as you can”. In November of 2009, Apple 
changed this policy to only allow the initial release to appear on the new release chart. This puts crude 
design apps more at risk, because if users don’t like the app at the first sight, the app almost doesn’t have 
a second chance. That’s why developers can’t emphasize enough that now they only have one shot to have 
a successful app launch. Following this platform level policy change, TM changed his strategy, too. He 
referred to this change as going back to the more traditional way of development: “I do more initial 
develop; you need to spend more time, polish it up, test it, market it, appropriately.” Whereas previously 
the goal was constant visibility among consumers, now TM aims at making a polished first version that 
Apple would feature. As noted earlier, Apple’s software is known for its aesthetic beauty on top of 
engineering quality. 3rd-party apps with similar design and development philosophy are more likely to be 
featured by the platform than those that don’t. TM stated: 
“I mean everything Apple features is something that has a lot of polish on it. They go above and beyond 
the bare minimum. And I’ve produced apps at bare minimum, and they never get featured. And then this 
GlowBurst was the first game ever featured of mine. I had a lot of games, but this is the first time I 
actually spent all my time on polish, making it pretty, adding in dancing, the glowing balls are dancing 
to music; that’s not necessary, that’s just the polish that people like. And I think that’s what Apple looks 
for.” 
Besides platform influence, user interactions is another factor that pushes developers who used to solely 
focus on business outcome to consider more about software quality and design polish. Participant KR’s 
recording app is quite popular thanks to its mass appeal and powerful features. However, his design of the 
icon and user interface isn’t as popular as the feature set. A number of users complain about it in the user 
reviews, and KR decided to give the app a new look: “I did everything one my own. Now that I’m making 
more money, I think ’m gonna hire a graphic artist to clean up the user interface, change all the 
graphics and design better icons. I’ve got several reviews saying that the user interface is kind of 
clunky. ” 
Two-way synthesis between community recognition and market recognition in product 
marketing: peer partnership and peer community contribution 
As described in the sections on the two logics, app developers identifying strongly with the professional 
logic tend to seek community recognition and approval as a means for marketing. Developers identifying 
strongly with the market logic in contrast, seek market recognition through frequent App Store presence, 
in-app message persuasion and outside-store engaging behaviors. Entrepreneurial pressure makes the 
former group recognize the importance of within-AppStore marketing to achieve visibility and sales. One 
synthesis strategy that developers employ is partnership with peers who have a wide presence on the App 
Store. In doing so, developers still rely on support from the developer community – an instantiation of 
logic of the profession; however, the partnership allows their product to reach the mass market on the 
App Store, which is in accord with logic of the market. As participant DC describes it:  
“One of the things we partner with FS company who has a significant presence in the market place is 
they have a network of head-to-head play games, so by partnering with them, we can sort of use their 
existing distribution network, and their network of players, as long as the game is of similar quality, 
and meets the interests of their customer base, we should be able to be successful, should be able to step 
on their foundation” (DC).  
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Developers identifying with the market logic also adjust their marketing strategies. They integrate market 
recognition with community recognition from peers. At the end of the day, software development is a 
profession that relies heavily on community of practice for knowledge exchange due to the wide range of 
technology involved and the fast pace of technological advancement. And information updates especially 
quickly for the mobile industry. Because indie developers usually work on their own, enlisting peer’s 
knowledge and help becomes particularly critical for their business success. The ways in which these 
developers synthesize marketing approach is through community contribution. Participant DS pursues a 
hit-oriented marketing strategy by focusing on App Store rankings and in-store visibility. In the 
meantime, he contributes extensively in the iOS developer community both locally and virtually. He holds 
“Office Hours” to invite local developers to join his office space to get together chat and work. He also 
documents his iOS development and business experience on his blog, which provides valuable 
information to fellow developers. Although DS’s philosophy on app development and marketing is 
considerably different than many other developers, his community contribution behavior does win him 
positive word of mouth among the iOS developer community.  
Discussion and Conclusion 
Interplay between logic of the profession and logic of the market is one of the major reasons for 
contestations among different departments in an organization (Glynn 2000; Thornton 2002; Nag et al. 
2007; Hekman et al. 2009). Booming entrepreneurial opportunities for platform complementors shoulder 
the logic tensions to one individual or individuals trained in a particular profession.   
By examining how independent app entrepreneurs address and synthesize logic of the profession and 
logic of the market in an emerging and fast-changing environment, we enrich the institutional logic, 
software complementors and entrepreneurship literatures. Our inductive research identified the 
professional and market logics for app entrepreneurs along three areas: 1) app ideation, 2) app execution, 
and 3) app marketing. It is found that under the influence of the professional logic, developers tend to 
originate app ideas from personal needs and passion, focus attention on engineering quality and design 
aesthetics of the app, and adopt passive marketing techniques to spread the app. In contrast, the App 
Store market logic suggests that developers address mass market needs and learn market trend, exhibit a 
rush mentality and excessive experimentation, and employ hit-oriented marketing strategy. We identified 
a set of practices that developers synthesize these two logics. Developers employ inner and outer synthesis 
practices, emotional detachment with own technology, as well as peer partnership when they synthesize 
professional logic to market logic. When it’s synthesis from market logic to professional logic, developers 
restrain from rush product strategy and make peer community contribution. We show that 
entrepreneurial pressures, platform influence and user interactions are three factors that shape indie iOS 
app entrepreneurs’ two-way synthesis practices.  
This research has implications for the emerging yet rapidly growing trend of independent entrepreneurs 
in various professional arenas: photographers who sell photos through istockphoto.com; artists who sell 
craftwork directly to consumers on etsy.com; and makeup artists who draw viewership to his/her 
YouTube channels and attract advertising dollars, etc. While the professional logic and market logic vary, 
the underlying relationship between the professional and market logic as well as logic synthesis strategies 
identified in this research can provide a framework for studying professions beyond software 
development.  
This study also urges the IS research community that we pay more attention to people behind the 
technological innovations in addition to studying influence of technology on society. What’s more, we 
shouldn’t ignore the fact that as innovation creators, these app developers are themselves consumers of 
mobile apps and technologies in this decentralized entrepreneurial and consumption world. As future 
direction, it will be intriguing to study these app developers as both the inventors and consumers of 
mobile app technology, and how their consumers’ identity shapes their technology invention patterns and 
vice versa.  
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  Table 1. Professional and Market Logic for iOS App Entrepreneurs  
 Factors shaping 
professional logic  
Factors shaping iOS Market 
logic  
 Professional training and 
immersion in community of 
practice  
Platform governance in 
technological development and 
retail environment; end users’ 
mobile app consumption patterns  
Indie developers’ 
entrepreneurial areas  
Practices of 
professional logic  
Practices of market logic  
App ideation Following builder identity 
and personal needs 
Addressing mass market needs 
and learning market trend 
App execution Seeking engineering and 
design standards; pursuing 
native technology 
Rush mentality and excessive 
experimentation 
App marketing  Employing peer 
recommendation & passive 
consumer marketing  
Hit-oriented marketing and 
winning over users from the 
platform  
   
 
Figure 1. independent iOS App Entrepreneurs’ Two-way Logic Synthesis 
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